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the ULTIMATE CRYPTOCURRENCY ALTERNATIVE TOKEN SCAM-PROOF (UCATS) checklist

--- Valid Project Verification --The TOP-10-TEN Methods

1) Website has more than 2 pages (min of 3)
2) Team of at least 3 with real profile pictures and LinkedIn profiles existing beyond 2 years (min of 2 years)
3) Isn't a knock-off of a pre-existing coin/token (ex. BabyShibaInuDogeFloki)
4) Their social media consists of at least Twitter, Telegram, Facebook + has been live/active for at least 30 days
leading up to the token launch

5) Their Telegram has group support (min of 2) and admins present 24/7 for a minimum of 14 days leading up to
launch

6) If use case or utility promised, must be active, present and functional 24hrs following launch
7) Must have active email addresses (min of 2) and a working phone number posted
8) Buy/sell taxes under 15%
9) At least 2 team members Doxxed in advance of launch (personally confirmed)
10) At least 1 AMA (Ask Me Anything) live session with more than 1 member of the team 48 hours before launch

And that is it!
The remaining pieces are almost always the measuring stick for project validity yet are used to bate potential investors
into blindly believing a project isn’t a scam. Irony at its finest! Crypto at its finest!
•

Audits aren't required as they can be fabricated unless the auditing party posts it publicly

•

KYC's aren't required as many are manufactured using less than reputable sources

•

Posted contracts aren't required as without development experience they can be more confusing than helpful

We guarantee you won't be scammed if those 10 items exist for a project you are looking to invest in. To take it a step
further, if you join our site and choose our upcoming (DEC-22) "Keep me SAFE" subscription, we'll investigate any
project you are interested in. If we certify it UCATS SAFE and it isn't, we'll double your lost investment (50% in our
tokens plus 50% in any other token of your choosing).

**Disclaimer:
Must provide proof that each step was taken and make it verifiable before refund conversation begins. Each checklist item must
have a minimum of 3 screenshots with different date/time stamps as part of the verification process. Email evidence to
preventscams@safeinvantage.com and we'll get back to you in 48hrs out less.

